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Abstract— Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) protocols are
efficient in routing data dynamically between mobile nodes that
belong to the same connected component and thus assume that
the network is always fully connected. However, even if the
network is continuously partitioned, a “communication path”
may be available through time and mobility using intermediate
mobile nodes (temporally within reach of each other).

We consider the problem of routing with the sole assumption
that the speed of the node mobility is less than the speed of
transmitting a packet to a neighbor. We introduce new routing
algorithms that vary depending on the buffering capability of
the nodes while always minimizing the impact on the capacity
(i.e., only one copy of a packet can be sent while a copy may
be kept). The novelty is based on link aging rumors across
connected components (as opposed to neighbor’s aging). We show
that various pattern of mobility and network clustering can
be described by a single parameter such as the information
speed propagation. We establish several analytical properties
independent of mobility models using an analogy with the
sound propagation in liquid where molecules creates temporary
connected component in which sound travels fast.

I. INTRODUCTION

Existing protocols for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET)
are highly efficient in routing data between mobile nodes
that belong to the same connected component. However in
a disconnected network where source and destination may
be located in two different connected components, these
protocols may drop packets as no end-to-end route exists at
that time. Naive solutions that either wait for the network
to be fully connected (i.e., form a unique component) or
wait to be in range of the destination lead to unacceptable
delays. However, even if the communicating nodes may never
be within the same connected component, it is important
to observe that a “communication path” may be available
through time using intermediate nodes that are temporarily
within reach of each other while moving, hence making such
networks viable for critical applications. These networks are
now commonly referred as Intermittently Connected networks
and Delay Tolerant Networks.

Recent works have illustrated the difficulty of designing
routing protocols for these networks (e.g. [3], [4], [6], [9],
[12], [13], [15]). We refer the reader to the recent survey writ-
ten by Zhang [16] which summarized most known strategies
and results.

In this paper, we extend our single-copy protocol presented
in [1] by allowing copies of packet to remain in forwarding
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nodes. We then investigate a comparison with sound propaga-
tion in liquid medium and show that this allows a theoretical
analysis of the information propagation in intermittently con-
nected networks that is independent of the mobility model. We
conclude by providing some simulations results at the end of
the paper.

II. CONNECTED COMPONENT ROUTING STRATEGIES

In this section, we first review two simple routing strategies:

• Forward to All Routers (FAR),
• Forward to Best Gateway (FBG) with single copy

We introduce a novel variant of FBG with multiple copies
(i.e., when buffering copies of packets is reasonable in the
environment at hand). Finally we summarize some important
known and new properties of both variants of FBG.

A. Flood routers and Multiple copies

The packet is flooded to all members of the connected
component. Every time a new node joins the connected
component it receives the packet from a border node, and
(if it receives the packet for the first time) floods the packet
to its other neighbors. The packet will eventually reach its
destination (possibly, through multiple routes).

Advantages: The packet will arrive to destination much
faster than with a random packet relaying (hereafter called
Random Jump). In fact, without considering physical con-
straints (e.g. interference and collisions), this is clearly the
fastest strategy as any route used by another strategy is one of
the branch of the flooding. In theory there is no need to manage
the connected component membership (flooded packets do that
by themselves), but when the packet is stored in a node which
is in the same connected component as the destination, the
router can use the unicast routing of the underlying routing
protocol in order to accelerate the packet delivery.

Drawback: Although various enhancements can be
added, this strategy is too resource consuming. The cost of
maintaining and flooding a huge number of packet copies in
the network may be prohibitive and may impede the network
capacity. Flooding may be optimized by using MultiPoint
Relays (MPR) as in the OLSR protocol [10]. However, there is
no way, except by using timeout or sophisticated acknowledg-
ment flooding, to kill redundant copies when the destination
received its own.
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B. Forward to Best Gateway with Single Copy

An efficient strategy, called Forward to Best Gateway
(FBG), was introduced in [1] and is based on information
aging. This algorithm aims to get similar fast convergence of
FAR algorithm without the cost of multiple packet flooding
(i.e., a single copy of the packet exists in the network at any
time). In [1], it was also shown that it is superior to most
basic approaches (e.g. Random Jump, Direct Transmission
from the source). The amount of resources used is minimal as
the packet is stored in only one router at a time. Informally,
the router forwards to the “Best Gateway” to the destination
when there is a new one (i.e., the current router is always the
“Best Gateway”).

Formally, the Best Gateway (BG) is the relay in the con-
nected component which has the most recent information
about the destination. To this end we assume that all nodes
store for all destinations the age of the most recent information
it receives about it. We assume that there is an underlying
protocol that proactively manages each connected component,
so that every node is aware of the membership of its own con-
nected component. (This proactive protocol can be OLSR [10].
The protocol OLSR performs optimized strategy that reduce
the overhead of flooding in each connected component.)

The important novelty of the selection of “Best Gateway”
is based on the “age” of each link in the connected com-
ponent (as opposed to known “utility-based” or “age-based”
strategies which are often limited to comparison with their
immediate neighborhood). If the node is in the same connected
component as the destination then the age is zero. When the
node leaves the destination connected component then its
age starts increasing. Nodes in each connected component
compare their age and take the minimum present age (for
a same given destination). This can be done by periodically
flooding age vector packets in the connected component using
the optimized flooding. This is somewhat equivalent to the
fact that each destination periodically broadcasts a beacon
containing its age and the packet is delivered to all nodes via
FAR strategy (excepted that old packets are merged with new
packets and there are flooding optimizations). However since
age information delivered by FAR is much smaller than the
data expected to be delivered by FBG, we expect considerable
gains in performance and capacity. Several enhancements are
added to the age update mechanism of FBG to provide salient
properties and are detailed in the last subsection of this section.

C. Forward to Best Gateway with Multiple Copy

Allowing multiple copies of the same packet is highly
desirable when the environment at hand permits it, e.g. when
the buffer size of each node is sufficiently large and/or when
the capacity of the network is also sufficiently large to cope
with a large broadcast of identical packets. Several initial
results have demonstrated the relevance of such approaches
(e.g. [14]).

In this paper, we extend the FBG strategy by allowing
multiple copies. However, to reduce the impact on the ca-
pacity, we limit the existence of multiple copies to buffers in
different nodes and do not allow transmission of copies of the

packet unless the node carrying the copy is in the connected
component of the destination.

In a nutshell, the enhanced FBG runs the same algorithm
than the regular FBG, with the addition of a buffering feature.
Each node which has received the packet will keep a copy in
his buffer until either the node joins the connected component
of the destination (and thus, will forward it directly), or that the
Time-To-Live (TTL) of the packet expires (in which case the
packet is dropped). We stress the fact that the source originally
sends only one copy of the packets and so do the successive
Best Gateways. The first node to be in the same connected
component as the destination will deliver the packet (while in
the original FBG algorithm only the last Best Gateway delivers
the packet since the other gateways have erased their memory).

Obviously, the FBG with multiple (buffered) copies can only
improve the time delivery of the packet compared to FBG as
it also allow the destination to “encounter” a buffered copy
earlier. The TTL value of the original packet is initially set to
the expected delivery time (see Section III) and is decreased
while being propagated in the networks (i.e., all buffered
copies will be dropped at the same time).

In fact the multiple copy variant can be limited to generate
as many packet retransmissions than the single copy variant:
Before transmitting the packet to the destination, the packet
holder asks the destination if it has already received the packet.
If the data sent over the intermittent network are much larger
than this simple two-way checking, the new variant does not
induce any significant transmission overhead.

D. Use of the Doppler effect and Age Rumor
In [1], we introduced several improvements and simplifica-

tions on the age update mechanisms of the basic FBG strategy.
These improvements are required to use the known age of
each link adequately. In this section, we show that all these
improvements also apply to the FBG which multiple (buffered)
copies.

In large networks, it is clear that the “age” of each link
maintained in distant nodes is unlikely to represent an accurate
view of the current state of the link, but only an Age Rumor.
However, the way the “rumor” is propagated in the connected
component is an important information that can be exploited
effectively for routing.

Every node X maintains a rumor age ageX(A) about any
remote node A. In each connected component the nodes broad-
cast and compare their rumor ages. By doing so, they automat-
ically update their rumor age to the minimum age advertised in
the connected component: ageX(A) = minY ∈C(X) ageY (A)
where C(X) is the connected component of node X . Every
time a new node joins the connected component carrying a
rumor age equal to b, then every node X in the connected
component sets ageX(A) to min{ageX(A), b}.

We recall important age update mechanisms that exploit the
age rumor effectively in the connected component, namely:

• Jump at Best Age: jump to any new node with lesser age
in the new part of a merge connected component. (This
simplifies the routing to the Best Gateway.)

• Jump to the Oldest of the Same Age: jump to the router
whose actual age has changed less recently (i.e., the
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oldest in the connected component, since all nodes in
the connected component updated their age to the same
value).

• Use the Average Age: each time the age of a remote
node A changes, the average age age(A) is recomputed
as follows:

age(A) = ρ × age(A) + (1 − ρ) × age(A),

with 0 < ρ < 1. This allows to keep track of past ages
and to transmit adequately using the smallest average age.
Simulations in [1] have shown that this strategy is more
effective than the previous two as it combines simplicity
and low maintenance.

• Using the Doppler Effect: an age update mechanism
using an analogy with the well-known phenomenon of
frequency shift. We define the Doppler Effect of a node
as the average rate at which the age to the destination
varies. As a large Doppler effect indicates that the node
is traveling toward the destination, it could be used for
the protocol: the packet likely moves to the nodes which
have the largest Doppler effect.

As shown in the analytical section, using the Doppler effect
is an effective enhancement that prevents to transmit the packet
to neighboring nodes that have recently seen the destination
but are going away from it (e.g. in a road model where two
streams of cars move in opposite directions).

III. COMPARISON WITH SOUND PROPAGATION: MODELS
AND PARAMETERS OF INTERESTS

A. Drifting capability of the rumor age

Let us define age(r) as the average rumor age at distance
r to the destination, i.e. age(r) = E(ageX(A)|d(X, A) = r)
where d(X, A) is the Euclidean distance from node X and
node A. Note that the function age(r) is an increasing function
of distance r. Furthermore, we have ∂age(r)

∂r = 1
va

where
va is the average speed of information propagation with the
Forward to All Routers strategy. Thus we have age(r) = Ta(r)
where Ta(r) is the average time needed for an information to
propagate to a node at distance r from the originator. Due
to the general continuous percolation property there exists a
constant C > 0 such that for all r: ∂age(r)

∂r > C, making the
ageX(A) a good drift parameter at any distance.

This property provides a utility function with non-zero
gradient at any distance to the source. This compares fa-
vorably with utility functions based on last encountering
time [4], [3], [13] encX(A) where node X keeps the age
of its last encounter with node A. Indeed if enc(r) is the
average encountering with a node at distance r, i.e. enc(r) =
E(encX(A)|d(X, A) = r), then enc(r) does not tend to a
constant, but tends to C = O(N) exponentially fast when
r increases (where N is the size of the network). Therefore
encX(A) is not a good drift parameter at large distance.
Figure 1 displays an informal illustration of these gradient
properties. We see that the average encountering time gradient
with respect to distance r quickly tends to zero when the
distance to destination A increases. On the opposite the
average rumor age keeps a constant gradient, making it a

suitable drift parameter. Figure 2 shows the actual distribution
of the rumor ages and the encountering ages obtained from
simulations with 100 nodes on a 20x20 map.

Fig. 1. Idealized mean rumor age (left) and encountering time (right) vs
distance to source.

Fig. 2. Actual Rumor age (left) and encountering time (right) vs distance to
source, 100 nodes on a 20x20 map.

B. Comparison with sound propagation

With a plethora of different mobility models, the perfor-
mances of routing protocols are difficult to compare with
simple experiments or simulations (see [2] for a survey). More
importantly, it is difficult to hint how what would derived on
a mobility model can be applied to another mobility model.
However, it is worth noting that mobility models have little
impact on the intermittent characteristics of the network. For
this reason, we offer a comparison based on the analogy of
sound propagation in different medias and independent of
particular mobility models.

If we consider the analogy of nodes as molecules in a
medium, then the FAR flooding and the propagation of age
in the FBG strategies are both comparable to the propaga-
tion of sounds in a medium. In a gas, the molecules are
disconnected and independent, the signal propagates through
molecule collisions. In a solid, the atoms are always close to
each other, and the signal propagates by contact much faster. In
a liquid, molecules that are close to each other form temporary
connected component linked by electrodynamic bridges, where
sound propagates as in a solid medium; the sound propagates
outside connected component when either the latter collide or
some molecules leave the connected component (during this
period the sound propagates as in a gas). Consequently the
sound propagates in a liquid faster than in a gas but slower
than in a solid, the larger the connected components the faster
is the sound propagation.

Our aim is now to replace the untractable number of
parameters that characterize a network mobility model into
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a very small set of parameters - the main one being the
information propagation speed va.

First of all, we assume that the mobility model is isotropic,
i.e., no specific direction is privileged in the motion of nodes.
In other words, the average speed vector of nodes going
through any given point is zero. Note that, in our analogy,
a local drift in the average speed is simply equivalent to a
local current in the liquid medium.

It must be noted that the propagation of sound is also similar
to a continuous percolation with the additional assumption that
the the locations of the connected components vary.

Second, we assume that the speed of the packet propagation
inside a connected component is infinite or extremely large
compared to the node speed. Of course, infinity is incorrect
when taking into consideration the light speed, the node
storage speed, the medium access contention, etc. However
the speed will still be extremely high compared to the mobile
speed. For instance, when a packet hops from one node to
another node spaced by hundred meters, at each hop it takes
around 1 ms to receive and store the packet in buffer and it
takes around 3 microseconds to travel in the air. Therefore the
average speed is 100 kilometers per second, which is out of
range for a reasonable mobile node.

We consider the radio range as the distance unit. In addition
to va, we need to take into account the two following param-
eters vm and vp: the average speed of the destination and the
speed at which the packet heads towards its destination in the
Best Gateway FBG, respectively. Since FAR gives the fastest
propagation (all routers are used in parallel) we expect the
following inequality:

vp ≤ va .

The flooding should propagate faster than the Best Gateway
(which can be seen as one of the many branches in the FAR
strategy).

Quantity va is also the speed at which the age information
propagates from a given destination. In other words if a
node was at position z at time t then the nodes which have
information of age θ at time t + θ should be on average
at distance θ × va of location z. Therefore it is expected
that a necessary condition for the aging protocol to give a
good indication of node position (without assuming the use of
devices such as GPS) be:

vm < va .

Note that it is also a condition for both the FAR algorithm
and any of the age information algorithms to work properly. In
comparison with the sound propagation, the destination should
move at sub-sonic speed in order to age information to be
useful.

Clearly, another necessary condition for the FBG algorithm
is that the packet must move at speed faster than vm in order
to eventually reach the destination:

vm < vp .

Notice that we must consider the asymptotic speed of the
mobile, i.e., the average distance between the initial position
and the final position when time tends to infinity. In the case

of a random walk this speed tends to zero. Thus the algorithm
will work with any random walk model even if the domain of
the network is unbounded.

Therefore the performance of the FBG algorithm compared
to FAR algorithm can be described with the ratio

vp

va
.

The quantity va is a function of the node mobility model and
the node density (e.g. [7]). (Similarly, the higher the nodes’
speed the larger the value of va.)

Conjecture: if the average speed vm for traveling across
a connected component is the same in every component then
the (va, vp) tuple should be similar across any mobility model.

IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

We illustrate our analogy by providing some specific then
general analytical results. Again, to simplify our analysis,
and w.l.o.g, we will assume throughout this paper that the
propagation of information in the air is infinite.

A. The road model

In this model we assume an unbounded highway with a
stream of cars moving to the left and another stream of cars
moving to the reverse direction, all with uniform speed vm.
We assume that on both lanes the car distribution follows the
law of Poisson with density ν. We use the unit disk graph
model (the radio range is exactly one unit).

Using basic algebra, the following theorem was proved
in [1].

Theorem 1: When ν is the density on a single lane,

va =
e2ν + 1

2
vm.

It is also worth noting that the speed tends to vm when ν →
0 since the connected components tend to vanish. The speed
is proportional to vm which is expected but also proportional
to the exponential of car density.

We can also show when the Doppler Effect is properly used
we have vp = va. Assuming that each lane is a sequence of
connected components that move at constant speed (i.e., part of
the connected components in each lane cannot change). Age
information can only jump from one connected component
to another when a connected component on the reverse lane
temporarily bridges the two. The optimal case is when the
packet addressed to node A jumps from Best Gateways to
Best Gateways that are on the heading lane, i.e. the lane
that goes toward the destination node A, or the lane that
carries the destination node A, if the other lane is going
backward. The Doppler Effect allows this to occur while
the age rumor allows the packet to be on closest corner to
the destination in the connected component. Meanwhile the
bridging of the connected component makes the packet travel
to the destination as fast as the rumor age information is
traveling back.
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B. Sound Model and FBG algorithms
In this section we denote by ΔT (r) the laps of time

between two age updates of a given random node which is
at distance r to the destination. We also denote by Δa(r)
the difference of age between the new age and the old age
during this update, this quantity being positive (by the protocol
specification). In the following we assume that the destination
is fixed or stay close to its initial location, i.e., the destination
is steady. Between two updates the age augments of ΔT (r)
but diminishes of Δa(r) at the end of the update. Therefore
we have a stationary age if we remain at the same distance to
the destination: E[ΔT (r)] = E[Δa(r)].

Inspired from the result of [5] the average size of a
connected component in a unit disk graph network where the
average neighbor size is M is of order exp(M). Thus, if ν
is the average node density, we have M = πν or M = π N

A
where N is the total number of nodes in the network and
A is the network coverage area. The number of connected
components is therefore Ne−M = N exp(−π N

A ) which for
fixed A attains a maximum value A

πe for N = A
π .

Every time an age update occurs in a connected component,
the update travels the average length E[ΔL] of a connected
component, which is of order exp(M). Therefore we have
E[Δa] = E[ΔL]

va
= O( eM

va
).

In the case of the FBG algorithm, when the update occurs,
the packet jumps to the new router. Let ΔT ′(r) be the
remaining time on the new router to its next update. The game
consists in having E[ΔT ′(r)] < E[ΔT (r)] (we ignore the
variation in distance r).

Theorem 2: Assuming a steady destination and
E[ΔT ′(r)] < E[ΔT (r)], then the FBG algorithm converges
and the speed at which the packet converges to its destination
is vp = ( E(Δa)

E(ΔT ′) − 1)va ≤ va.
Proof: To simplify our analysis we assume that

E[ΔT ′(r)] and E[ΔT (r)] do not vary with distance r. Let
a be the age information of the source when the packet starts
moving. After k steps, the time spent is ΔT ′

1+ΔT ′
2+· · ·+ΔT ′

k

and the packet is on a router which age information is

a − (Δa1 + · · · + Δak) + (ΔT ′
1 + · · · + ΔT ′

k)

Using the law of large number this age is equivalent to
a− k(E[Δa]−E[ΔT ′]). Therefore the age diminishes, when
it reaches zero the packet is at destination, i.e., in the same
connected component. It reaches the destination within k =

a
E[Δa]−E[ΔT ′] steps, i.e., multiplying by E[ΔT ′] we obtain
the average delay a

E[Δa]
E[ΔT ′]−1

. Using the equivalence ava ∼ r

we obtain the average speed at which the packet moves to its
destination is vp = ( E(Δa)

E(ΔT ′) − 1)va.
As E[ΔT ′] = E[Δa]

1+
vp
va

and va ≥ vp we extract the inequality

E[ΔT ′] ≥ 1
2E[Δa]. Hence, we obtain an average speed and

expect that the packet zig-zags with an average drift toward
the destination.

Theorem 3: If the average distance traveled by the packet at
each rumor age update is O(E[ΔL]) then the average absolute
distance traveled and the average number of retransmissions
by a packet toward its destination are both O(r) (where r is
the distance from the source).

Proof: The distance traveled by the packet in k
steps is O(kE[ΔL]). Therefore the total distance traveled is

a
E[Δa]−E[ΔT ′]O(E[ΔL]) which is equal to r

va

O(Δa)va

E[Δa]−E[ΔT ′] =
O((va

vp
+ 1)r).

When the connected components are small, the update times of
the old router and the new router are somewhat correlated: they
belong to the same connected component as the next update
is likely to be simultaneous, i.e., ΔT = ΔT ′. For instance,
in the road model, the update times are correlated since by
jumping forward to a new component the packet will always
experience a shorter update time. This is not the case when
the connected components are large.

Theorem 4: When the update times are uncorrelated, then
vp = (2 (E[ΔT ])2

E[(ΔT )2] − 1)va.
Proof: We have P (ΔT ′ = x) = P (ΔT>x)

E[ΔT ] and

E[ΔT ′] = E[(ΔT )2]
2E[ΔT ] which yields the result. Using the in-

equality E[(ΔT )2] ≥ (E[ΔT ])2 we get E[ΔT ′] ≥ 1
2E[ΔT ],

which gives back vp ≤ va.
Note that if the update time ΔT were exponentially dis-

tributed (which is unlikely), and uncorrelated, then we would
have E[ΔT ′] = E[ΔT ] and vp = 0.

C. FBG compared to other protocols
It is known that for Random Jump (the simple strategy

that consists into selecting random routers to relay the packet
toward its destination) the average delivery time and packet
retransmission numbers are both O(N), N being the total
number of nodes in the network. In [13], it is shown that the
delivery time and retransmission number are O( N

log N ), the
improvement coming from the area where the encountering
time gradient is significantly non zero.

We conjecture that for the FBG strategy the average delivery
time and the transmission number are both O(

√
N) when

va > vm. The rational is that if the speed vp of the packet
toward its destination is bounded from below, then the packet
will travel not far from the straight line which binds the source
and the destination, relayed by O(

√
N) routers. Moreover

in an unbounded area with an infinite network in which we
can still have va > vm, the delivery time and transmission
numbers remain O(r). This property would show that, for
Random Jumps, time delivery actually diverges and tends to
infinity, and it is likely that it would also be the case for any
protocol based on an encountering time utility function since
the gradient vanish quickly when r → ∞.

V. SIMULATIONS

We present some simulations that show the impact of our
algorithms on the behavior of the routers and packets and
then compare their performances. Despite being fully aware
of the unrealistic behaviors of the random walk model and the
random waypoint model, we have used both of them for sake
of comparison as they are still widely used.

A. Routing and packet paths
We consider the random walk model where at each step

nodes move on average one unit of distance (which is also the
radio range).
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For different map sizes and number of nodes, we display the
network map which indicates the position of the mobiles when
the packet reaches its destination as well as the packet path:
i.e., the actual location of the gateways when they receive the
packet in its journey toward the destination (except the first
point where it is the location where the packet left its source
router). We also display the router age histogram and the
packet history: the router age histogram gives the distribution
of the ageX(A) parameter where A is the destination and
X denotes the routers in the network. The distribution is
taken when the packet reaches the destination. The parameter
ageX(A) is given versus the Euclidean distance of router X
to destination A. The packet history gives the time at which
the packet has jumped to a new gateway versus the distance
of this router to the destination (except for the origin where it
is the time when the packet left his source router).

The simulations show that the FBG algorithms works well
in dense, yet partitioned, networks but show great variations
in the behavior of the packet routing in sparse networks (e.g.
the packet may either travel quickly to its destination or may
stay a very long time far from the destination even if it jumps
frequently from routers to routers).

Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the packet for a network
with 100 nodes on a 10 × 10 map with random walk of one
unit per time unit. The broken line links the point where the
packet has been moved to best router due to an age update.
It also displays the rumor age versus distance, the broken line
show the trajectory in time versus the distance of the packet
from the destination. Note that the broken line may have two
branches, the lower one corresponding to the first copy arriving
to destination in FBG with multiple copy. The upper branch
will therefore correspond to FBG with single copy. Figure 4
shows the same features with 400 nodes on a 20 × 20 map.
Remark that both networks have the same node density.

Figure 5 compares the delivery times versus distance for
both networks for FBG with single copy. It illustrates the
similarity of both distributions and shows the linearity with
the distance while being independent from the network size.

Fig. 3. Network with packet trajectory with FBG, age versus distance (dots),
packet trajectory in time versus distance (line) (right), 100 mobile routers on
10 × 10 maps random walk (left) .
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